We are ready to fight for the RESPECT all students & educators deserve. We are ready to fight to ensure that our students and educators are learning and working in the conditions we all deserve.

**Raisers**

Well-compensated educators can focus on the education our students deserve. We need raises--one job should be enough! Paraeducators deserve a livable wage that reflects their critical contribution to student learning.

**Improved Working Conditions**

Student learning conditions are best achieved through sustainable educator working conditions. We need increased preparation time, paraeducator collaboration time, lower class sizes and manageable caseloads for special education educators.

**Student Supports**

Our students and communities deserve schools that provide for their health and well being--and that of educators too! We need funding and staffing for the programs that provide necessary supports for all students.

**Fully Staffed Schools**

Our students deserve fully-staffed, community schools. We need to win measures that attract and retain educators.

**Protections**

The EMPOWER disaster revealed the dangers of poor SFUSD management decisions. We need contract language that protects us from the impacts of poor management decisions and provides ways to resolve the issues.
Show your support for the platform!

RALLY @ THE BOE

FEB 21, 2023

5:30 PM @ 555 FRANKLIN

Members at EVERY site have signed on to the platform demands. Join us as we deliver our bargaining platform to the Board of Education and show them we are ready to win big for educators, students, and our communities!

RSVP: bit.ly/feb21rsvp